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Background

Q Methodology is an approach to understanding subjectivity that combines qualitative
and quantitative techniques (Brown, 1996 Ramlo:2016). Originally developed in the
1930s, it allows for a systematic investigation into the viewpoints or perspectives of the
participants in the study (Watts & Stenner, 2012). A Q methodology study begins with
the researcher assembling a set of statements related to the research topic. The state-
ments are often drawn from participant interviews, but can also be derived from theories
related to the research topic or other sources (Brown, 1996). The participants in the study
are asked to rank and sort the statements in accordance with a predefined grid pattern
(Figure 1). If the participants feel that the statement aligns with their opinion they are
asked to place it more to the right (positive) side of the grid, while if they disagree with
it they should place it more to the left (negative) side.

Figure 1: Sample Q Sort Grid Pattern
The participant statement sort grids are analyzed using specialized software packages.
After examining correlations of the statement sort grids, researchers conduct a centroid
factor analysis or principal components analysis. Usually, the extracted factors or com-
ponents are then rotated using a theory-based judgmental (manual) rotation or varimax
rotation. In the final steps of the analysis the researcher uses the factor loadings to se-
lect representative participant sorts, which are then used to produce composite statement
sort grids for each factor. The researcher combines these composite factors with interview
data and other information to interpret the subjective viewpoints of the study participants
(Walker & McCline, 2018).
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The KADE application

KADE is a desktop application for the analysis of Q methodology data which operates
with full functionality on Microsoft Windows, Apple macOS, and Linux operating systems.
It has a graphic user interface that makes it easy to use for students or for researchers
with a background mainly in qualitative methods. Installation is not required for use;
KADE is portable and can be run from a usb flash drive.

KADE provides a number of features currently not available in other open source packages
for Q methodology. It includes interactive visualizations that make it easer to manipulate
and interpret the data gathered in a Q methodology study. For example, when researchers
use centroid factor analysis the KADE judgmental rotation screen displays both a table
of the factor loadings data and a scatter plot of the two factors being rotated (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Judgmental Rotation Screen

Participant loadings that will be auto-flagged are automatically highlighted in both the
factor loadings table and the scatter plot, greatly facilitating decisions related to the
rotation of the factors. Similarly, on the factor loadings screen KADE provides a table of
the loadings with the participants automatically sorted according to the factor on which
they have the highest loading (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Factor Loadings Screen

The output file from KADE provides the same data tables as the most commonly used
application for Q methodology, PQMethod (Schmolck, 2014), but it also includes tables
of the relative rankings of statements between factors. In addition, KADE generates
visualizations of the composite factors to aid in the interpretation of the results (Figure
4). The visualizations can be exported from the application in either PNG or scalable
vector graphics (SVG) format.

Another unique feature of KADE is the ability to change the confidence level settings for
the auto-flagging function. Depending on the nature of the project data, the standard
95% auto-flag level may select a non-optimal number of participants as representative Q
sorts. By adjusting the settings researchers can easily explore multiple flagging strategies
to find the most suitable set of representative Q sorts for their project.
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Figure 4: Composite Q Sort Visualization Screen

Planned additions the application include hierarchical factor structure tables and visu-
alizations, which could help researchers to identify the appropriate number of factors to
extract (van Exel & Rietveld, 2011), and the internationalization of the graphical user
interface to make it easier for non-English speaking researchers to use the application.
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